Radial modulation of single microbubbles.
Radial modulation imaging is a new promising technique to improve contrast-enhanced ultrasound images. The method is based on dual-frequency insonation of contrast agent microbubbles. A low-frequency (LF) pulse is used to modulate the responses of the microbubbles to a high-frequency (HF) imaging pulse. Inverting the LF pulse induces amplitude and phase differences in the HF response of contrast agent microbubbles, which can be detected using Doppler techniques. Although the technique has been successfully implemented, no consensus persists on parameter choice and resulting effects. In a separate study, "compression-only" behavior of coated microbubbles was observed. Compression-only behavior could be beneficial for radial modulation imaging. This was investigated using high-speed camera recordings and simulations. We recorded the vibrations of 78 single microbubbles in a dual-frequency ultrasound field. The results showed that the LF pulse induced significant compression-only behavior, which for microbubble sizes below and at HF resonance resulted in high radial amplitude modulation. It, however, also appeared that, for radial modulation imaging, microbubble size is more important than resonance and compression-only effects.